Abstract. We accomplished a linear public goods experiment to study the effects of extrinsic reciprocity, via comparing a setting where subjects have the same income with a setting where they differ. We find that: 1) The contribution is higher in the two global public goods treatment than in the single global public goods experiment; 2) The subjects contribute more to the local public goods than to the global public goods; 3) When MPCR (marginal per capita return) is heterogeneous, members have a stronger will to contribute to the public goods; 4) In a certain range, the greater the gap between MPCR the more conducive to the overall public goods contribution. Our findings suggest that policy interventions may be necessary to improving intergroup cooperation with heterogeneous income and multiple public goods.
Introduction
Intergroup cooperation is a common phenomenon in current economic life, but it is difficult to achieve effective cooperation in most areas because partners acquire asymmetric benefits from "cooperation". Therefore, understanding the impact of the income difference on both sides of the cooperation becomes the key factor that promotes the efficiency of cooperation.
Scholars did a lot public goods researches between individual and group social dilemma in the research process of intergroup cooperation. But traditional economics research is based on rationality assumption, which completely ignores human sociality, leading to the results that cannot fully explain the specific decision-making behavior. And behavior economics analyzes people's behavior under the assumption of "limited rationality". Combined with psychological factors they can more accurately explain the decision-making behavior of people. Since the data on cooperation are difficult to obtain in reality as well as the degree of uneven earnings and its consequences are hard to measure, laboratory experiment method has more advantages.
Therefore, we research the regional cooperation process based on regional economics and behavioral economics theory in this article by means of laboratory experiment by setting the asymmetric MPCR of differentiation under two global public goods to reflect asymmetric income. In the experimental environment we explore people's behavior cooperatively. Our findings not only contribute to the academic literature, but also help policymakers design regulatory policies under income heterogeneity. In particular, we demonstrate that extrinsic reciprocity can improve intergroup cooperation.
Literature Review
Many researchers have studied single public goods provision using laboratory experiments. Isaac, Walker and Thomas (1984) Croson, 2006) . In this kind of study, subjects within the same group will face different MPCR, therefore explaining MPCR for comparison in the influence of individual public goods supply.
In addition, there are several studies that deal with multiple public goods under a voluntary contribution mechanism (VCM). Blackwell and McKee (2003) and Fellner and Lünser (2008) investigate the relationship of MPCR to the contribution to local and global public goods. Both studies find that when the global public goods is more socially efficient, subjects increase their global public goods contributions.
Overall, the empirical research for multiple public goods is insufficient because of the complexity of the experimental setup. These existing studies, however, have not addressed the effects of MPCR heterogeneity with multiple public goods. With multiple public goods, MPCR heterogeneity between local groups may cause a different pattern of contributions to local and global public goods. These different patterns may increase or decrease the overall contribution. To explore these complex issues and to find out whether public goods may be provided efficiently in such settings, we need to understand how people allocate their heterogeneous incomes between local and global public goods. In this paper, we introduce heterogeneous MPCR between local groups. Subjects can contribute not only to a local but also to two global public goods in our experiment.
Experimental Design and Procedures
We adopt VCM to investigate the effect of different MPCR on the individual decision making since it was widely used after Isaac、Walker and Thomas former work（1984）.This section provides the experimental design and procedures.
Experimental Design
The experiment is similar to a standard, linear public goods game in VCM except for the additional local and global public goods provision. There are 6 subjects in each global group, divided into two local groups of 3 subjects each. At the beginning of each period, each subject receives 40 tokens as an original endowment. In every period, each subject decides how to allocate their endowments between private goods, one local public goods, and two global public goods.
The benefit of one unit of private good is 1 for the subject who consumes this private good. On the other hand, local public goods provide benefits to all of its local group members, while the global public goods provide benefits to all members in the global group. In our experiment, we add one new global public goods (G2). In order to balance the benefits that individual receive from the two global public goods, we assume that the MPCR G11 = MPCR G22 , MPCR G12 = MPCR G21 .
The following equation (Eq. 1) describes the payoff function of subject i in period t:
(1) where E is the endowment of subject i at period t (the amount is fixed throughout the experiment), L is the amount of local public goods contribution by subject i at period t, G 1 is the amount of the first global public goods contribution by subject i at period t, G 2 is the amount of the second global public goods contribution by subject i at period t ,α is the individual marginal per capita return from the global public goods in the G1（MPCR G1 ） and β is the individual marginal returns from the global public goods in the G2 (MPCR G2 ).
Our experiment has three treatments and 6 sessions for each. The subjects participate in this local-global public goods game for 5 periods in each session, where the MPCR of a local public goods is MPCR L = 0.5 and the MPCR of a global public goods MPCR G depends on the treatments. Each session has four global groups divided into eight local groups, so that the number of subjects in the global group is 24. Table. 1 shows the specific experimental design. 
Procedures
Three experiments were conducted in the economics lab of Shaanxi Normal University from December 2014 to November 2015 and 90 undergraduates from a wide range of disciplines participated in the study. For the accuracy of the data, we use real monetary stimuli and the average earnings of subjects were 25yuan. The experiment was programmed in z-Tree, Fischbacher (2007).
Subjects were seated separately in the laboratory room. Before starting the experiment, we distributed a copy of instructions which explained the whole procedure, the information structure, and the payoff scheme of each session. Then we read the instructions aloud to make sure the rules of each treatment were understood by all our subjects. We did not allow the subjects to communicate with each other during the session. Each session took one to two hours.
Experimental Results
The structure of this section is as follows. In subsection 4.1, we compare the single public goods treatment with the two public goods treatment. In subsection 4.2, we compare the MPCR heterogeneity in the two public goods treatment; in subsection 4.3, we explore the effect of gap between MPCR on intergroup cooperation.
Contribution Differences between Single and Two Global Public Goods
The experiment data was collected mainly in the context of nested dilemma. Now we compare this data with previously obtained data, namely the single global public goods experiment. We regard a group with different MPCR G between groups as the research object, namely local group 1 MPCR G11 = 0.5, group 2 MPCR G12 = 0.3, we can draw the following data shown in Table. 2 Table. 2 shows the average contributions to the global public goods and to the local public goods. From Table. 2, the average contribution to the global public goods appears obviously larger in the two global public goods treatment( 14.24 ) than in the single global public goods treatment(7.06), especially the contribution of local group 2 (MPCR G = 0.3), which changed significantly from 5.58 to 13.18, increasing by 7.6. It also shows that with the increase of the number of global public goods, the contribution to local public goods keeps the same trend,but the growth of local group 1 is more obvious than in group 2. One possible explanation is that the group 2 contributed more to the global group to realize equilibrium of global cooperation. It proves that when there is one global public goods, the MPCR differences, namely the income asymmetric, is not conducive to people's cooperation, which can be explained by "equity theory" (Adams, 1965; Walster, Berscheid, &Walster, 1973). While there are two global public goods, the contribution to the local and global public goods will increase, especially for those who return a set of smaller contribution in single public goods.
Then we perform T-test function from Stata software to test the hypothesis on the local and the global public goods contributions,using individual contribution per period as units of observation. Contribution difference is highly significant (p<0.01) and it proves that the contribution is significantly higher in two global PG than in the single treatment.
Finding 1 (Efficiency). The contribution is higher in the two global public goods treatment than in the single global public goods experiment.
According to Table. 2 we can observe that whether in a single global public goodsexperiment, or in the experiment of two global public goods, the team member's contribution to the local public goods value has been higher than group member's contribution to the global public goods. The results can be explained with social identity theory (Tajfel, Tuner, 1986). Social identity is individual identity that people not only own group attributes, but also know they can benefit from group members. In order to improve their social identity, individuals are more willing to give their initial endowment to small groups.
Finding 2: The subjects contribute more to the local public goods than to the global public goods.
Effect of Asymmetric MPCR in the Experiment with Two Global Public Goods
First of all, we choose those who take the symmetrical MPCR (MPCR G11 = MPCR G12 = 0.4) as control group, then analyze the contribution of groups with asymmetric MPCR (local group 1: MPCR G11 = 0.5, local group 2: MPCR G12 = 0.3). We can get the following data in Table 3 .
When there is no difference in the MPCR (MPCR G11 = MPCR G12 = 0.4), the average contribution to the two global public goods( 11.62) is significantly different from the heterogeneous MPCR treatment （14.24）, namely MPCR G11 = 0.5, MPCR G12 = 0.3. Then we perform T-test function from Stata software to test the hypothesis on the effect of different MPCR and the results show that the difference is highly significant (p < 0.01). Table. 3 displays the details. Note: Value in parentheses is the standard deviation***p < 0:01, **p < 0:05, *p < 0:1
On the whole, this indicates that the contribution to the global public goods is higher in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment in multiple global public goods.
Finding 3: When MPCR is heterogeneous, members' will of contribution to the global public goods is stronger in the two global public goods game.
Impact of Asymmetric Degree on Individual Contribution in Two Global Public Goods
Based on the previous analysis we concluded that asymmetric MPCR helps to cooperation, we infer a hypothesis: the greater the gap between the team, the more conducive to cooperation.
In order to investigate the hypothesis, we also conducted experiment that MPCR differences between groups are respectively 0.1 and 0.3. Accordingly, we conducted three treatments: the gap between MPCR is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, we get the following data: Overall, as we can see from the Table. 4, when MPCR gap between groups increased from 0.1 and 0.2, the contribution declined from 21.60 to 14.24. But when the gap increased from 0.2 and 0.3, the contribution increased from 14.24 to 20.91,which is not in conformity with our hypothesis.
That's because marginal benefit from global public goods is very high in the low-gap treatment (0.5-0.6), so it's reasonable that the overall contribution is the highest.
In order to test our hypotheses, we perform Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test on pairwise comparison. Table. 5 shows the statistical results. Through the contrast can be seen that, in addition to the treatment when gap is 0.2, the contribution of other experimental groups are significantly different (p<0.01). At the same time, through the z value in Table. 8 we know the contribution is highest when the gap is 0.3, the lowest when gap is 0.2, and mediate when gap is 0.1. Eliminate the low-gap treatment because of marginal revenue maximum set factors, the hypothesis is confirmed preliminarily. The bigger gap the greater the contribution.
We can explain this using extrinsic reciprocity. Generally speaking, when people obtain uneven income from cooperation in one field, those who gain less usually terminate cooperation. But when we introduce another available area for cooperation, those who got less benefit from previous cooperation may gain more interest in this cooperation, thus realizing the change of income from symmetric to symmetry and making sustained cooperation possible.
Finding 4: In a certain range, the greater the gap between MPCR the more conducive to the overall public goods contribution.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the effects of MPCR heterogeneity in a two public goods experiment based on the reality. According to the results, we have analyzed the effects of MPCR heterogeneity.
The key finding is that cooperation efficiency is higher in the heterogeneous MPCR treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. We find that the contribution difference comes from two aspects: the increase of global public goods and the differences in MPCR. Subjects contribute more to the global public goods in the two global public goods treatment than in the single global public goods treatment. At the same time, they contribute to the public goods significantly less in the homogeneous MPCR treatment than in the heterogeneous MPCR treatment. We employ social identity theory and "choice bracketing" theory to explain why these behavioral differences occurred. Moreover, we explain cooperation behavior between groups from an innovative perspective of extrinsic reciprocity.
To solve the problems in cooperation caused by asymmetric income, we can expand the scope of regional cooperation so that, taken together, both sides' income from cooperation in the fields of two or more can change from asymmetric to symmetric. Finally, we discuss future research questions. We learn that MPCR will affect the contribution to the public goods from previous experiments, and experiments in this paper confirm that the increase of public goods and setting the asymmetric MPCR are helpful to improving the efficiency of cooperation, but we need a further study on how much the difference of MPCR is when it can lead to the most efficient overall cooperation. We leave these issues for future research.
